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crystal RGBW
why should you have the crystal RGBW ?
Airstar innovation. Airstar is the first one to offer a white and coloured (RGB) LED
lighting balloon, DMX controlled.
All-in-one LED lighting balloon: lighting and decor. The Crystal RGBW answers
all needs when it comes to event lighting. Very versatile, it can light up a space
(thanks to white LED) as well as it can decor this same space (thanks to RGB
LED). It is also 100% customizable (logos, themed envelopes...).
Tailor-made light show
The DMX control box of the Crystal RGBW offers an infinite lighting customization.
Indeed it has 40 pre-set colour modes and 4 do it yourself modes which are 100%
customizable. The Crystal RGBW also has an autonomous mode working with a
timer, which enables to pre-set the light show before the event. All modes can be
controlled through a remote (scope: 50 m).

markets

main features
> Air-inflated lighting balloon (built-in fan)

> Indoor and outdoor use

> Pole mounted or hanged from
ceiling or truss

> White LED (WW) and
coloured LED (RGB)

Social events

Fashion

Festivals

Cocktails, parties,
diners

fashion shows,
photoshoots

concerts,
arts, culture

Sports

Hospitality

Business

Championships
tournaments, races

Hotels, bars,
restaurants

Seminars,
trade fairs

Branding
Showroom, street
marketing, product launch

main strengths
> All-in-one
Lighting balloon with white LED and
coloured LED (RGB)

> Tailor-made light show
Infinite lighting customization
thanks to the control box and its
many options

> DMX control box

40 pre-set modes, 4 customizable
modes, timer...

> Flicker free and quiet
Can be used on broadcasted events

> All-in-one: from a white lighting to a coloured lighting in one wink, thanks to the control box, the DMX mode, or the remote.

> Remote control
A remote can manage the
control box (scope: 50 m)

> Packaging
Light and strong black
trolley box

> LED technology
Low consumption and
longer lifetime (> 50 000 h)

> Customization
Branding and signal
thanks to printed covers,
slipcovers and and vinyl
graphics

crystal RGBW
technical data

Shock-proof trolley box
81 x 47 x 35 cm

accessories
> Stand
> Spandex base cover
> 2 batteries for autonomous use:
- 1 colour (red, green or blue): 20 h
- white: 8 h
- all colours + white: 4 h

customization
> Vinyl graphics
> Colored slipcovers
> Digitally printed envelopes
> Other envelope shapes :
Diamond, Egg, Star, Can, Heart, Rugby

Lamps

6 x white LED (WW), 6 x colour LED (RVB)

Luminous flux

WW LED: 21 000 Lm
RGB LED: 4 300 Lm

Lamps lifetime

> 50 000 h

Power for each module

WW LED: 23 W - RGB LED: 20 W

Total power

300 W - 1.4 A

Total power for a generator

0.5 kVA

Power supply

100-240 VAC 50/60 HZ

Restrike time

instant

Noise level

49 dB

Colour temperature

from warm white to cold white

DMX control

yes

Flicker free

yes

Envelope sizes

130 cm, 160 cm, 200 cm

Standard envelope shape

sphere

Weight of the balloon

9 kg

Weight of the control box

3.9 kg

Wind resistance

Up to 70 km/h

Safety

IP 54

Quick set-up

< 15 minutes

Inventor and world leader of the lighting
balloon, Airstar lights up all your events
MADE IN
FRANCE

airstar
Tel: +33 (0)4 76 13 12 20
airstar-light.com
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